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Pressure is the ratio between the force acting on a surface and the area of that surface. SI units of Pressure is Pascal 
(N/m²).

Units of Pressure
As pressure is force acting over an area, its units are of force per area. Some of the common units for pressure that you 
will find in process systems are:
 psi (pounds per square inch)
 bar, 1 bar = 14.5 psi, common for pump ratings
 In H20 (inches of water), 27.680 in H20 = 1 psi, common for vacuum systems and tank levels
 mmHg (millimeters of mercury), 760 mmHg = 14.7 psi, common for vacuum systems

What is Pressure?

Gauge pressure 
Gauge pressure is defined relative to atmospheric conditions, that is, it does not measure the current atmospheric 
pressure. The units of gauge pressure are psig; however gauge pressure is often denoted by psi as well.
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Absolute pressure 
Absolute pressure is defined as the pressure relative to an absolute vacuum. The units of absolute pressure are psi.

Differential pressure
Differential pressure uses a reference point other than full vacuum or atmospheric pressure

The type of pressure sensor is defined by its reference point

Pressure Instruments
Types of Pressure Instruments

Pressure Gauges (Vacuum, Compound, Absolute, Gauge)

Differential Pressure Gauge

Pressure Switch (Vacuum, Absolute, Gauge)  Differential Pressure Switch

Pressure Transmitter (Vacuum, Absolute, Gauge)  Differential Pressure Transmitter
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PRESSURE  GAUGE PRESSURE  SWITCH

DIFFERENTIAL  PRESSURE  TRANSMITTER

Pressure Gauge

 A Pressure Gauge is used for measuring the  pressure of a gas or liquid.

 A Vacuum Gauge is used to measure the  pressure in a vacuum.

 A Compound Gauge is used for measuring  both Vacuum and Pressure.

 Pressure Gauges are used for Indication only
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Measuring Principle
Bourdon tube measuring element is made of a thin-walled C-shape tube or  spirally wound helical or coiled tube. When 
pressure is applied to the measuring  system through the pressure port (socket), the pressure causes the Bourdon  tube 
to straighten itself, thus causing the tip to move. The motion of the tip is  transmitted via the link to the movement which 
converts the linear motion of the  bourdon tube to a rotational motion that in turn causes the pointer to indicate the  
measured pressure.

5
#

“C” Type Bourdon Helical Bourdon Coiled Bourdon
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